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ON A NATURAL CONNECTION
BETWEEN THE ENTROPY SPACES

AND HARDY SPACE Reif1

ROMUALD DABROWSKI

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

ABSTRACT. In 1983 B. Korenblum [7, 8] introduced a class of Banach func-

tion spaces associated with the notion of entropy (we will call these spaces and

their norms entropy spaces and entropy norms, respectively). Entropy spaces

were used in [8] as a tool for proving a new convergence test for Fourier series

which includes classical tests of Dirichlet-Jordan and Dini-Lipschitz.

In this paper we construct natural linear operators from the entropy spaces

to Hardy space Reí/1 [5, 6]. In fact, these operators define multiplier type

bounded embeddings of entropy spaces to Reff1. As a corollary we obtain

a growth condition for Fourier coefficients of a continuous periodic function

of bounded entropy norm (as announced in [4]). In particular, we show

that if / is a continuous periodic function of bounded Shannon entropy norm

(resp. of bounded Lipschitz entropy norm with exponent q, 0 < q < 1), and

{an}nez are the Fourier coefficients of /, then J^   ,   |an(log(|n|)/n)| < oo

(resp. ^2 , |an|/|n|9 < oo). In §4 we study the relationship between the dual

spaces of entropy spaces and space B.M.O. of functions of bounded mean os-

cillation. In §5 we conjecture that ReH1 is a direct limit of the entropy spaces

in an appropriate sense.

1. Two representations of an entropy norm. Let T = R/Z be the unit

circle, and let \E\ = fE dx denote the normalized Lebesgue measure of a Borel

subset E of T. Also, let k(s), 0 < s < 1, be a positive nondecreasing concave

function such that k(s) = 1. The K-entropy of a finite subset E of T (E ^ 0)

is k(7£) = J2i /c(|7j|), where {7¿} are the complementary arcs of E in T. For an

infinite subset E of T we set /c(75) = sup{/c(F);7£ D F, F finite}. We also put

/c(0) = 0. The K-entropy norm (first introduced in [7, 8]) of a real continuous

function / on T is defined by formula ||/||K = fRK-U~1i{y}))dy.

THEOREM 1 [2]. Let /c(s), 0 < s < 1, be a positive nondecreasing concave

function such that /c(0+) = 0 and lims_n (k(s)/s) = oo. There is a unique Borel

probability measure ßK on the unit interval (0,1] such that

\K= -r2/(/)dxd/¿K(s),
7t Jo   s

where fi/(/) is the oscillation of function f on the arc I = 7(x,s) in T of length s

and center at x. A relationship between k and ßK is given by

K(s) = /    /   -dßK(u)dt.
Jo Jt   u
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It is then proved in [2] that the set CK of real continuous functions on T of finite

/c-entropy norm is a Banach algebra with respect to norm ||-||K + |l'lloo-

2. Natural embedding of space CK into Hardy space ReH1. We recall

that a real function o(i) on T is called an atom if (i) the support of a(i) is contained

in an subarc 7 of T; (ii) |a(t)| < |7|_1 for all t in T; (iii) /T a(t) dt = 0. It is proved

in [1] that

(2.1) sup{||a||Re#i,a atom} = 1,

for a suitable choice of norm of Re 771. From now on we fix a function k with prop-

erties assumed in Theorem 1 and we let /¿ = /¿K be the corresponding probability

measure. Also, let xi denote the characteristic function of s, subarc 7 of T. For

any function /, / G CK, we put

(2.2) TKf{t) = j j   j¡Xi(t)U(t) -fil)) dßKis)dx,        t €T,

where 7 = I(x, s), x G T, 0 < s < 1, and /(7) = (1/s) f¡ fix) dx.  The integral
makes sense for almost all t since

/   /   f ^Xrit)\fit)-HI)\dßKis)dxdt
JtJtJo   s

$ Í I I \xiit)nIU)dßKis)dxdt = \\f\\K

and Fubini's theorem applies. In fact, integral (2.2) defines a bounded linear op-

erator from space CK to space LJ(T) of all Lebesgue integrable functions on T.

In fact much more can be said about operator TK. First observe that for any arc

7 = 7(x, s), x G T, 0 < s < 1, one can write

;X/(í)(/Cí) -/(/)) = íM/>/(*j       tGT,

where a¡it) is an atom supported on 7 and dependent on /. Hence integral (2.2)

can be viewed as a Bochner integral [10] of a function

(x, s) -* -0/(XiS)(/)a/(a;,s),

defined on measure space (T x (0, \],dxdßK) with values in ReH1. It is easy to see

that this function is strongly continuous as a function on metric space T x (0,1] with

values in L2(T) and therefore, it is strongly continuous as a function with values

in R6 771. Consequently, the function is weakly measurable and furthermore, since

ReH1 is separable, it is also strongly measurable (see [10]). Now, the Minkowski's

inequality for the norm of a Bochner integral (see [10]) and (2.1) yield the following

result.

THEOREM  2.  TK is a bounded linear operator from space CK to Hardy space

ReH1 such that ||TK/||Re/îi < ||/||K.
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3. Operator TK as a multiplier.  For any integer n and í in T we put en(i) =

exp(27rint). We fix n, n ^ 0, and we apply formula (2.2) to function en to obtain

TKe„(r) = /    /    —Xi(x,s)it)ienit)-en(I(x,s)))dß(s)dx

-rMC(*»:îË(«-G)-(?
= 1 o ?  9 /      (cos(27rns) - 1 + 27r2n2s2 W d/¿(s) ) en

\2ir¿n¿ /(0il] só J
it).

The latter integral is positive since the inequality cos(x) — 1 + x2/2 > 0 holds for

all x, x t¿ 0. We have proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.   Operator TK is of multiplier type, i.e., TKen = /3n(/c)en, n G Z,

where ßo(K,) = 0 and

(3.1)       ßn(K) = -l— f     (cos(27rns)-l + 27r2n2s2)4rd/¿K(s),        n ^ 0.
¿IT   n     Jin 11 S"5

Moreover, /?„(«;) = /3-„(/c) > 0 /or n > 0 and TK, restricted to CK(0) = {/ €

CK; /T /(£) di = 0}, is injective.

It is a well-known result of Hardy [5] that if J2ncnen is the Fourier series of a

function h G ReH1 then Y^n^o lc"/nl < CIHlReiï1 for certain constant C > 0,

independent on h. This fact together with Theorems 1 and 2 implies the following.

COROLLARY. Let f be a continuous function of bounded K-entropy, and if

Hnan^nit) is the Fourier series of f, then ¿2n^0ßniK)\a„/n\ < C||/IU-

Examples.
1. If k(s) = s, then ß is the point mass measure Si concentrated at s = 1 and

/?n(/c) = 1 for any n / 0. Note that in this case ||/||K is just the oscillation of a

function / on T.

2. Suppose that dßis) = qsq-1 ds, for some q, 0 < q < 1. Then a repeated

integration by parts leads to the following formula:

(3.2) &,(«) = 2)9(<? _     (q - 4 + 2h1-" ^"(1 - cos(>y))y«-a dy),        n > 0.

In particular, if /c(s) = s(| log(s)| +1) is the Shannon entropy, then dßis) = ds (see

[2]) and (3.2) give

&.(«) = /  (1 - cosi2wy))y-1 dy - |,    n ^ 0.

Now, it is not difficult to prove that in this case limn_00 (/?„(«)/ log(n)) = 1. There-

fore, using Theorem 3, we conclude that if J^n anen is the Fourier series of a contin-

uous function of bounded Shannon entropy norm, then Y^n^o Ian0°g(lnl)/nl < °°-

Similarly, formula (3.2) implies that if {an}„ez are the Fourier coefficients of a con-

tinuous function with bounded Lipschitz entropy norm (i.e., k(s) = s9, 0 < q < 1,

and by [2] dßis) = qd6i(s) + q(q - l)s«_1 ds), then

£ \an\/\n\i < oo.

n^O
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4. Natural operators from the space B.M.O to the dual spaces of

the entropy spaces. Again, as in §2, we fix a function k and the corresponding

probability measure ß = ßK. The probability representation of entropy norms given

in [2] leads to the following description of the dual space (CK)* of entropy space

CK.

THEOREM 4 [3, PROPOSITION 3.1]. Let F be a continuous linear functional

on CK. There exists a set of signed measures r\ = {r)¡; 7 a subarc ofT} on T, such

that

(i) Each measure rji is concentrated on interval I and fjdniix) — 0 and

sup{Var(r/j); 7 a subarc o/T} < oo ihere Var stands for the total variation).

(ii) For every function f in CK the map

(x,a) — - /        fiy)drjI{x^)iy)
s Jl(x,s)l(x,s)

is a real-valued integrable function on the measure space (T x (0, \],dxdßK).

(iii)

(F,f)=[   [   -f        f(y)dr,l{XtS)(y)dp(s)dx.
Jt JO    s JI(x,s)

(1V) H^lkc)* — sup{Var(r//); 7 a subarc o/T}.
Conversely, any collection of measures r¡ — {r)i; I a subarc of T} satisfying

conditions (i) and (ii) defines an element of space (CK)* via formula (iii).

We recall that a real function o(x), x G T, is of bounded mean oscillation (shortly,

o G B.M.O) if g is integrable and

NI:i.m.o = sup ijjr     |ff(z) - o(7)| dx; 7 a subarc of T \ < oo.

It is clear that the set of measures 77(g) = {r/j}, where

driïit) = ±-tXiit)i9it)-giI))dt,

satisfies conditions (i) of Theorem 4. Condition (ii) is also satisfied since the map

(x, a) —► fj, > fit) dr)9j,x gAt) can be easily shown to be continuous. Consequently,

the formula

(SK(g),f)= f  f   - f       fit)drigHxs)(t)dtdßKis)dx,        geB.M.O, / € CK,
Jt Jo   s Ji(x,s) '

defines a bounded linear operator SK from B.M.O to the dual of space CK with

the operator norm at most 1.

PROPOSITION.   Let fit) and git), t G T, be a function in ReH1 and a function

of bounded mean oscillation, respectively.

(i) If the product of g and TKf is in L1^), then

r

(4.1) /  9it)iTKf)it)dt = (SKig),f).
Jt

(ii) If h G O«, and h G CK2 satisfyTKlfi = TKJ2 inReH1 then {SKl{g)Ji) =
(S/nid)'h) for any function g of bounded mean oscillation.

We will need the following lemma in the proof of the proposition.
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LEMMA.   Let g and I be an integrable function on T and a subarc o/T, respec-

tively. For any N, N < oo, we define

}N      ifg{t)>N,

git)    ifgit)<N,
'<?(*) = {

and if N > 0 then we define

(N       ifgit)>N,

9NÍt)= I    -N    ifgit)<-N,

[git)    if\git)\<N.

Then

(i) // \N9{t) - N9il)\ dt < ¡j \g(t) -' g(I)\dt for any level N.

(ii) 7/g€B.M.O then

||oat||b.m.o < ||   o||b.m.o < ||o||b.m.o

for any positive level N.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. It follows directly from the definition of the bounded

mean oscillation norm and identity gw = Ni~Ng) that (i) implies (ii). The iden-

tities iNg) + c = N+Cig + c), and aiNg) = aNiag) where N, c and positive a are

fixed constants, reduce the proof of (i) to the case when g(7) = 0 and |7| = 1. In

this case, /, \g(t) - g(I)\dt = 2 ff -(°g(i)) dt, and Ng(7) < 0. On the other hand,
for any numbers M and ¿V, M < N < oo, the following formulae hold:

(4.2) \Ng - M\ = Ng - Mg + M - Mg = Ng + M - 2(Mg),

(4.3) Ngit) - N < Mg(r) - M    for all t G T.

Applying (4.2) in the case of M = Ngil) = f¡   g{t) dt and (4.3) in the case of

N = 0 we obtain the desired inequality

/ \Ng(t) - Ngil)\ dt = 2J(M- Mgit)) dt < 2 j -(°g(i)) dt = J \g(t) - g(I)\dt.

REMARK. Essentially the same proof shows that part (i) of the lemma remains

true in the general case of a real function g integrable over a probability space. The

statement of the lemma appeared first in [9].

PROOF OF PROPOSITION. Let / and g be a function in ReH1 and a bounded

function, respectively. Then

f 9it)iTKf)it)dt
Jt

= f  f (l       4^) - 9{I{x, s)))ifit) - /(7(x, s))) dt) dßis) dx
Jt Jo   \Ji(x,8) s J

= /   fi!        4(9W - 9(Hx, s))) f(t) dt) dßis) dx = (SK(g), /),
7t/o    \Jl(x,s) s Il(x,s)

since

/ ff(0(/(0 - /(*)) dt = f(g(t) - gil))fit) dt    for any subarc 7.
Ji Ji
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The change of the order of integration is justified, since g is bounded and / is of

bounded /c-entropy norm (see the argument in the beginning of §2, showing that

TKf is an integrable function). Hence the identity (4.1) holds in the case of g

bounded and / any function of bounded /c-entropy norm. Assume now that the

product of g and TKf is integrable. Then

[ g{t)(TKf)(t)dt=   lim   f gN(t)(TKf){t)dt,
Jt n->ooJt

by the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. On the other hand one has

Jim (SK{gN),f)
N—>oo

=   lim   f  f   If        \igNit)-gNiIix,s)))fit)dt) dßis)dx
K-°°JtJo     \Jl(x,s) s j

= Jim   f   f\f       ±igNit)-gNiIix,s)))ifit)-fiIix,s)))dt)dßis)dx
N^oofTJ0    \JliXtS) S¿ J

= Í  Í \ Í       4(9(0 - ¡KA*, *)))(/(*) - /(/(«, «))) dt) dßis) dx
JtJo     \Jl(x,s) « /

= (SKi9)J)

for any g in B.M.O and / of bounded /c-entropy norm. The passage with the limit

under the integral sign is justified since the lemma implies

1

/„
2\Í9NÍt) - g/v-(7(x, s)))(/(t) - /(7(x, s)))\ dt) dßis) dx

ll(x,s) s

< HMIb.M.0^/(1,s)(/)
S

and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem applies. The proof of the part (i)

of the proposition is now complete since we have already shown that (^(g^), /) =

fT gN{t)(TKf){t) dt for any N > 0, g G B.M.O and / G CK.

Suppose now that fx G CKl and f2 G CK2 satisfy h = TKlfi = TK2f2 in ReH1.

Then the part (ii) of the proposition holds since one has

<5Kl(g),/i) = Jim (SK,igN),fi) =   lim   f gN{t)h{t)dt
N—KX AT—»oo Jf-

= Jim {SK2igN),f2) = (SK2ig)J2).

5. Questions.

QUESTION 1. Is it true that if h G ReH1 then there exists /c and f G CK

such that h = TKf and ||/i||Ref/i = ||/IU? This would give an "integral" atomic

decomposition of h as defined by the formula (2.2). Also, if combined with results

of §4, it would imply the Fefferman's duality

(Re77^0))* -B.M.O.

QUESTION 2. We will write that for any two entropy functions /ci and k2,

«i < k2 if there exists a bounded operator TKlK2: CKl —♦ CK2 such that TKl =

TK2 oTKlK2. Give an explicit condition on /ci and k2 so that «i < k2. Is the relation
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"<" a partial ordering in the set of entropy functions? If yes, is Re771(0) the direct

limit of the system

{CK,TKlK2 : Cc, -> CK2 if /ci < k2}1
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